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Popular culture
Popular culture or pop culture
is the entirety of ideas,
perspectives, attitudes, imâ€¦

ADJECTIVE

pop·u·lar
[ËˆpäpyÉ™lÉ™r]

1. liked, admired, or enjoyed by many people or by a particular person or group.
"she was one of the most popular girls in the school" · [more]
synonyms: well liked · liked · favored · in favor · well received · [more]

2. (of cultural activities or products) intended for or suited to the taste, understanding,
or means of the general public rather than specialists or intellectuals.
"the popular press"
synonyms: nonspecialist · nontechnical · nonprofessional · amateur · [more]

(of a belief or attitude) held by the majority of the general public.
"many adult cats, contrary to popular opinion, dislike milk"
synonyms: widespread · general · common · current · [more]

3. (of political activity) carried on by the people as a whole rather than restricted to
politicians or political parties.
"a popular revolt against colonial rule"
synonyms: mass · general · communal · collective · social · [more]
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Popular | Definition of Popular by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/popular
Popular definition is - of or relating to the general public. How to use popular in a
sentence. Synonym Discussion of popular. of or relating to the general public; ...

Popular | Define Popular at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/popular
of the people as a whole, especially of all citizens of a nation or state qualified to
participate in an election: popular suffrage; the popular vote; popular representation. â€¦

Popular - definition of popular by The Free Dictionary
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/popular
Define popular. popular synonyms, popular pronunciation, popular translation, English
dictionary definition of popular. adj. 1. Widely liked or appreciated: ...

popular | Definition of popular in English by Oxford ...
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/popular
Definition of popular - liked or admired by many people or by a particular person or
group, (of cultural activities or products) intended for or suited to

Popular definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/popular
Popular definition: Something that is popular is enjoyed or liked by a lot of people. |
Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples

Popular dictionary definition | popular defined
www.yourdictionary.com/popular
popular definition: The definition of popular is widely liked or well known. (adjective)
An example of something popular is cookie dough ice cream ...

Popular legal definition of popular
legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Popular
Definition of popular in the Legal Dictionary - by Free online English dictionary and
encyclopedia. What is popular? Meaning of popular as a legal term.

Popular Synonyms, Popular Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
www.thesaurus.com/browse/popular
Synonyms for popular at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for popular.

Popular Music | Definition of Popular Music by Merriam-
Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/popular music
Popular music definition is ... popular song. popular sovereignty. Test Your
Vocabulary. Yearbook Superlatives Quiz. How might you best describe the Class Clown?

Popular music - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Popular_music
Popular music is music with wide appeal that is typically distributed to large audiences
through the music industry. These forms and styles can be enjoyed and ...

Definition · Form of Western ... · Development in North ... · Global perspective

Popular front | Define Popular front at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/popular-front
Popular front definition, a coalition, usually temporary, of leftist and sometimes centrist
political parties, formed against a common opponent, as â€¦
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